Welcome! Pick a chalk of any colour. We've all been born somewhere, sometime. Please mark the place and the date on the map with your chalk. Then, please chose as many options as you want from the following:

- mark the first place that you ever thought you may travel or live in, and how would you travel to it.
- mark first important moving in your life, and how you did it by uniting in any way you seem fit the two places. Continue with the routes of successive movings, and draw the routes however you want, being attentive at how they may intersect others' in space and time.
- mark the place where you'd like to live, and how would you travel there.
- when and where would you have liked to be born? Mark the place and approximate date (year).
- where were your parents born?
- where would you like to spend the last days of your life/ where would you like to die?
- mark the place with which you feel the strongest connexion, even if you have never been there.
- where are your friends and loved ones? Mark your links with them on the map.
- where would you like to go from here? How?
- change what you would like to change on the map. Now you can.

Thank you!